Parametric frequency comb generation using silicon core fiber
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Abstract: We demonstrate all-fiber frequency comb generation using a 10-mm-length silicon core fiber as the parametric mixer. We achieved 8 dB spectral flatness over 20 nm bandwidth, generating 90 lines at 26 GHz line spacing. © 2021 The Author(s)

1. Introduction

Optical frequency comb generators (OFCGs) are emerging as promising light sources for optical communications, spectroscopy, and microwave signal processing [1]. For dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) communication systems, they offer many potential advantages including the elimination of optical guard bands for improved spectral efficiency [2], efficient compensation of fiber nonlinearity [3], and joint digital signal processing (DSP) that greatly reduces the DSP complexity [4]. To enable these benefits in practical systems, a frequency comb is required to have a flat spectrum within the telecom transmission window (e.g. telecom C-band 1535-1565 nm), high optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), and stable operation over a wide temperature range.

A popular OFCG is the microresonator-based soliton frequency comb, which has been employed to demonstrate C+L band coherent communications with >30 Tbit/s data rate over a single 75-km span [5]. However, due to its bandwidth significantly exceeding that of the standard C+L telecom bands, the output power and OSNR-per-tone are limited, constraining its applications in long distance DWDM transmission. Mode-locked lasers can achieve higher OSNR within the telecom wavelength range [6]. Nevertheless, the need for a cavity makes them inherently sensitive to temperature variation, a property also apparent in the soliton microcomb. A third method of generating a wide-band frequency comb is optical parametric mixing, either by a nonlinear planar waveguide or a dispersion flattened highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) [7, 8]. Planar waveguide mixers have the advantage of high nonlinearity and short lengths, which improves stability and significantly reduces the size of the comb generator. However, compared to the HNLF counterparts, they suffer from low output powers and poor coupling due to their small dimensions. An alternative approach is to make use of the silicon core fiber (SCF) platform, which elegantly combines the key advantages of the planar and fiber structures, such as compactness, high power handling, as well as efficient and robust integration with other fiber components [9, 10].

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate frequency comb generation using a 10-mm-long SCF as the parametric mixer. We fabricate a SCF featuring a nonlinear coefficient $\gamma$ of more than 41 W$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$, several thousand times that of conventional highly nonlinear fiber, thus requiring a length of only 10 mm for parametric mixing. This short length removes the need for accurate dispersion engineering, significantly simplifying implementation complexity versus conventional HNLF-based parametric comb generators. Moreover, involves direct splicing of the SCF to standard SMF, allowing for robust application in practical systems. Our SCF-based OFCG was optimized to not only reach the target bandwidth of 20 nm, but also to achieve spectral flatness for DWDM transmission.

2. Silicon core fiber (SCF) based parametric mixer

To achieve stable performance, the SCF based parametric mixer is spliced to standard single-mode fibers (SMF-28) by introducing nano-spike couplers at both facets. The as-drawn SCF is fabricated by the molten core drawing technique. [9]. During the process, a silicon rod is inserted inside a high purity silica tube and drawn into fibers using a conventional drawing tower, as shown in Fig. 1(a). To convert the as-drawn SCFs into low loss nonlinear parametric mixer that are robust and user-friendly, a multi-step tapering and splicing approach is employed. This is necessary both to obtain low loss and small core structures required for nonlinear processing, as well as to produce nano-spike mode couplers on each end to facilitate splicing to SMF. The process is illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 1(b). In the first step, the SCF is slightly heated while a small tension is applied along the fiber axis. Owing
to the tensile stress in the as-drawn SCF, as the heated core cools and recrystallizes, a void-gap can form around the heat zone. Another void-gap froms at the other end by repeating this heat and cooling process. Subsequently, a single sweep tapering process is used to reduce the local cladding/core ratio from $125/5 \mu m$ to $27/1.1 \mu m$ over the left-hand side of the fiber, during which the first void-gap collapses to form a spike at the end of the core. The fiber is then precisely cleaved in the core-less region and spliced with a pre-prepared tapered SMF-28 with same cladding diameter. The same procedure is then applied to the right-hand side of the fiber, creating a fully integrated fiber device. The coupling loss is about 8 dB per facet, yielding an end-to-end insertion loss of 19.5 dB. We attribute this insertion loss to the splicing loss of 27 µm clad fibers and the mode mismatch between the tapered SMF-28 patchcords and the SCF nanospike.

3. Comb generation

The schematic diagram of the OFCG is shown in Fig. 2(a). We first generate a seed comb using two cascaded phase modulators and an intensity modulator, driven with 26 GHz sinusoidal signals and seeded by a 5 kHz linewidth continuous wave (CW) laser emitting at 1555 nm. The output of the electro-optical comb consists of a 26-GHz repetition rate pulse train in the time domain, with each pulse possessing a quasi-linear frequency chirp. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the EO comb consists of 54 tones within 4 dB spectral flatness and an optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR, 0.1 nm noise bandwidth) of about 45 dB. Following the EO comb generation, a spool of 80-m SMF-28 is used to compress the pulses to about 610 fs to increase the peak power for maximized mixer figure of merit for parametric spectral broadening. The time domain pulse shape is characterized using an autocorrelator as shown in Fig. 2(c-d), with Gaussian pulse shapes assumed.

To obtain a flat optical spectrum, we use an attenuating nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) to remove any pedestals formed as a result of the nonlinear frequency chirp in the previous stage. The removal of the undesirable pedestals also filters out the peaks at the edges of the EO comb spectrum (Fig. 2(b)), thus resulting in a flat comb after broadening. The NOLM consisted of a 3 dB optical coupler, a 5 dB optical attenuator and a 105 m length of highly non-linear fiber (HNLF), which had a chromatic dispersion of $-0.40 \text{ ps nm}^{-1} \text{ km}^{-1}$ at around 1555 nm. This stage acts as an intensity-discriminating gate, transmitting the high power (i.e. peak) region of each pulse while suppressing the low power leading/trailing edges and any pedestals, outputting 440 fs seed pulses into the SCF (Fig. 2(d)). Subsequently, the pulse trains are amplified to an average power of 1W using a dispersion-
flattened erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA2) and are launched into the 10 mm sample of tapered SCF before being measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

4. Experimental results and discussion

The output spectrum of the SCF-based comb is shown in Fig. 3, indicating 90 lines within a bandwidth of over 20 nm with a flatness of 8 dB. The spectrum was measured by a grating-based OSA at a resolution of 0.02 nm. The close-in spectra near 1545, 1555, and 1563 nm are shown in Fig. 3(b), (c), and (d), respectively, with a resolution of 0.01 nm. We estimate that the OSNR $\text{OSNR}_{0,\text{nm}}$ of the comb spectrum is greater than 35 dB at 1555 nm, and greater than 30 dB at 1545 nm. This variation is due to the gain asymmetry of the amplifier (EDFA1) at the NOLM input, which caused an asymmetrical increase in the noise floor.

One of the major limitations on the achievable bandwidth and power was the relatively high insertion loss. Further improvements in the fabrication and integration of the SCFs can reduce this value, allowing for comb generation with greater power efficiency and bandwidth.

![Fig. 3. (a) Measured spectrum of 26 GHz parametric frequency comb spanning more than 20 nm, measured with 0.02 nm resolution. Close-in spectra measured at a resolution of 0.01 nm are shown in insets (b-d).](image)

5. Conclusion

We generated a frequency comb via parametric broadening in an all-fiber integrated SCF. The SCF sample used was only 10 mm in length and fully integrated with SMF-28, greatly simplifying the dispersive requirements of the mixing stage and providing robustness for system applications. We achieved a comb flatness of 8 dB over 20 nm, generating 90 lines with an OSNR of greater than 30 dB across the entire bandwidth.
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